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A B S T R A C T 

We present the luminosity functions and host galaxy properties of the Dark Energy Surv e y (DES) core-collapse supernova 
(CCSN) sample, consisting of 69 Type II and 50 Type Ibc spectroscopically and photometrically confirmed supernovae over 
a redshift range 0.045 < z < 0.25. We fit the observed DES griz CCSN light curves and K-correct to produce rest-frame 
R -band light curves. We compare the sample with lower redshift CCSN samples from Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) and Lick 

Observ atory Supernov a Search (LOSS). Comparing luminosity functions, the DES and ZTF samples of SNe II are brighter than 

that of LOSS with significances of 3.0 σ and 2.5 σ , respectively. While this difference could be caused by redshift evolution in the 
luminosity function, simpler explanations such as differing levels of host extinction remain a possibility. We find that the host 
galaxies of SNe II in DES are on average bluer than in ZTF, despite having consistent stellar mass distributions. We consider 
a number of possibilities to explain this – including galaxy evolution with redshift, selection biases in either the DES or ZTF 

samples, and systematic differences due to the different photometric bands available – but find that none can easily reconcile the 
differences in host colour between the two samples and thus its cause remains uncertain. 

Key words: surv e ys – supernovae: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ore-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are among the most complex
nd diverse astrophysical events, demonstrating a wide range of
pectroscopic and photometric properties (Filippenko 1997 ; Gal-
am 2017 ; Modjaz, Guti ́errez & Arcavi 2019 ). Type II SNe show
ydrogen features in their spectra due to the outer hydrogen envelope
f the progenitor star, while stripped envelope SNe (i.e. SNe Ib, Ic,
Ib) present different features depending on the degree to which
he outer hydrogen and helium envelopes have been stripped away
y processes such as stellar winds (e.g. Woosley, Langer & Weaver
 E-mail: m.j.p.grayling@soton.ac.uk 

i  

r  
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Pub
993 ) and binary interaction (e.g. Nomoto, Iwamoto & Suzuki 1995 ).
hile it is generally understood that CCSNe result from the cessation

f fusion in the cores of massive stars after the formation of iron
eading to the core collapsing, there is a great deal that remains
ncertain about the exact mechanisms of this process. Studying
he properties of populations of CCSNe can help constrain our
nowledge of the processes involved in the explosion (Li et al. 2011 ;
ichardson et al. 2014 ). 
The most straightforward population diagnostic is the luminosity

unction, the distribution of peak luminosities observed across the
N population. An accurate knowledge of the luminosity function is

mportant in simulating CCSN explosions to ensure the y e xhibit the
ange of properties of the observed population. Luminosity functions
re also important when simulating sky surveys to ensure simulated
© 2023 The Author(s) 
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Table 1. Sample sizes for our luminosity functions after applying selection criteria. 

Surv e y Total sample size Sample after quality cuts Sample after redshift and magnitude cuts 
SNe II SNe Ibc SNe II SNe Ibc SNe II SNe Ibc 

DES (spectroscopically confirmed CCSNe) 52 18 33 13 31 11 
DES (photometric CCSNe with host spec-z) – – 56 42 38 39 
LOSS 69 36 – – 37 21 
ZTF 349 162 214 105 174 89 
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Table 2. Two-sample KS tests between the SN II and 
SN Ibc luminosity functions. 

Surv e y 1 Surv e y 2 KS test significance 
SNe II SNe Ibc 

DES LOSS 3.0 σ 1.9 σ
DES ZTF 1.8 σ 1.1 σ
LOSS ZTF 2.5 σ 1.8 σ
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Ne are created with realistic properties. Simulations of this nature 
re used for a number of applications, for example calculating SN 

ates (e.g. Bazin et al. 2009 ; Graur et al. 2017a ; Frohmaier et al.
021 ), optimizing observing strategies and preparing for upcoming 
urv e ys (e.g. Jones et al. 2017 ; Villar, Nicholl & Berger 2018 ) and
odelling the contamination of CCSNe in cosmological samples of 
Ne Ia (e.g. Vincenzi et al. 2019 , 2021 ). 
The host galaxies of SNe provide further demographic information 

bout their properties and sample the stellar populations from which 
he progenitor star is drawn. CCSNe are generally found across a wide 
ariety of star-forming host galaxy environments (e.g. Anderson et al. 
010 ; Graur et al. 2017b ), while the most luminous transients (e.g.
uperluminous supernovae, broad-line SNe Ic, see e.g. Angus et al. 
016 ; Perley et al. 2016 ; Modjaz et al. 2020 ) and rapidly evolving
ransients (RETs; Wiseman et al. 2020b ) are typically found in low-

ass, low-metallicity, and/or strongly star-forming environments. 
Ne Ib/c have also been shown to more closely trace underlying star
ormation in their host galaxies than SNe II (e.g. Anderson & James
009 ; Galbany et al. 2018 ). 
Sev eral studies hav e e xamined CCSNe luminosity functions, 

rimarily in the local univ erse. F or e xample, Li et al. ( 2011 , hereafter
11) produced luminosity functions for all SNe in the Lick Obser-
 atory Supernov a Search (LOSS; Li 2000 ), including 105 CCSNe,
nd Richardson et al. ( 2014 ) presented luminosity functions based on
ata from the Asiago Supernova Catalogue (Barbon, Cappellaro & 

uratto 1989 ) supplemented by further SNe from other studies. Here, 
e measure luminosity functions based on SNe detected by the Dark 
nergy Surv e y (DES) Superno va Program (DES-SN; Bernstein et al.
012 ). DES-SN is a deep, untargeted, five-season rolling SN search 
urv e y o v er 27 de g 2 of sk y. This leads to a higher redshift sample
han presented in previous work (Smith et al. 2020 ), providing an
pportunity to study any redshift evolution in the CCSN luminosity 
unction and the effect of any evolution in the SN host galaxy
opulations (e.g. Elbaz et al. 2011 ): such an evolution may in turn
ead to an evolution in the CCSN population. The Zwicky Transient 
acility’s (ZTF) Bright Transient Survey (Perley et al. 2020 ) provides 
n additional sample of CCSNe, which lie in a redshift range between
hat of DES and LOSS. We also include this sample in our analysis
o allow for further investigation of any redshift evolution. 

In this paper, we present luminosity functions and host galaxy 
roperties of CCSNe in DES, and compare these to samples from
OSS and ZTF. In Section 2 , we detail these three samples and
escribe the selection of objects suitable for inclusion in a luminosity 
unction. Section 3 describes the method used to construct luminosity 
unctions for both DES and ZTF, and presents the luminosity 
unctions themselves. In Section 4 , we discuss the host galaxy 
emographics of the samples and the correlations between different 
ost properties and peak SN luminosity. We discuss our results in 
ection 5 and conclude in Section 6 . Throughout, we assume a flat
ambda cold dark matter cosmology with �M 

= 0.3 and H 0 = 

0 km s −1 Mpc −1 , and correct external samples to this cosmological
odel as required. All photometry has been corrected for the effects 
f Milky Way extinction using dust maps presented in Schlegel, 
inkbeiner & Davis ( 1998 ) and re-calibrated in Schlafly & Finkbeiner 
 2011 ), assuming R V = 3.1. All quoted magnitudes are in the AB
ystem (Oke & Gunn 1983 ). 

 CORE-COLLAPSE  SUPERNOVA  SAMPLES  

e begin by presenting the different CCSN samples we have used for
his analysis, detailing the selection criteria applied to the DES and
TF samples and how we use the data presented in L11. We do not
ompare with the luminosity functions presented in Richardson et al. 
 2014 ). This is because the sample presented is from a wide variety
f different instruments and surv e ys, which makes it very difficult
o correct for Malmquist bias based on the limiting magnitude of
ach surv e y as we do in this work (see Section 3.1 ). Drout et al.
 2011 ) present a collection of 25 SNe Ibc and include peak absolute
agnitudes; ho we ver, all of these objects are brighter than −17.5,
hich suggests that only the most intrinsically luminous objects are 

ncluded. As a result, this sample is not included in our comparisons.
 sample of CCSNe is available from SDSS-II (e.g. Taylor et al.
014 ); ho we ver, peak luminosities and Malmquist bias corrections
re not available for these objects to allow for a comparison. Finally,
rcavi et al. ( 2012 ) and Kiewe et al. ( 2012 ) present SNe II and

In, respectively, from the Caltech Core-Collapse Project (CCCP; 
al-Yam et al. 2007 ). Ho we ver, these samples combined contain

elati vely fe w objects with only 12 that have estimated peak absolute
agnitudes; a further 9 have absolute magnitudes but of the plateau

hase of an SN II rather than peak and 5 have only lower limits
or the peak. As a result, we do not compare to this sample in this
nalysis. 

Throughout this analysis, we treat CCSNe as two general classes 
ather than subdividing further. This is to ensure sufficient numbers 
f SNe in each class, and to acknowledge the uncertainties in the
hotometric SN classification that we use in the DES-SN sample. We
efer to Type II SNe to include all hydrogen-rich SNe and Type Ibc
Ne to include all hydrogen-poor/stripped-envelope SNe. Although 
Ne IIb, such as the very luminous SN IIb DES14X2fna in the DES-
N sample (Grayling et al. 2021 ), do show hydrogen features at early

imes, the y also hav e a partially stripped outer hydrogen envelope
nd are included with SNe Ibc for this analysis. Table 1 contains
ummary information for each sample. 
MNRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
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Table 3. Reduced χ2 values and parameter values for different model fits to our calculated luminosity functions, 
including mean μ and width σ . The fit error represents the uncertainty in the fit to the distributions using the binning 
detailed in Section 3.3 . The binning error represents the uncertainty in the parameter values based on the binning of the 
data and is defined as the standard deviation of the parameter values measured when considering all possible bin widths 
from 0.10 to 1.0 in steps of 0.01. 

Surv e y SN type Model type Reduced χ2 Parameter Value Fit error Binning error 

DES II Gaussian 1.44 μ − 17 .10 0.13 0.07 
σ 0 .70 0.13 0.06 

Lorentzian 0.41 μ − 17 .10 0.05 0.05 
σ 0 .53 0.08 0.11 

DES Ibc Gaussian 1.59 μ − 17 .05 0.19 0.18 
σ 0 .72 0.16 0.28 

Lorentzian 2.88 μ − 16 .96 0.25 0.18 
σ 0 .72 0.29 0.38 

ZTF a II Gaussian 1.98 μ − 16 .85 0.09 0.15 
σ 1 .02 0.07 0.11 

Lorentzian 5.53 μ − 16 .73 0.13 0.12 
σ 0 .84 0.15 0.14 

ZTF Ibc Gaussian 2.11 μ − 16 .98 0.14 0.12 
σ 0 .78 0.11 0.10 

Lorentzian 3.22 μ − 16 .95 0.10 0.10 
σ 0 .60 0.11 0.11 

a Please note, for SNe II in ZTF two extra objects with a peak R -band absolute magnitude below −16 were included in 
order to constrain the peak of the distribution. 

Table 4. The results of two-sample KS and AD tests between the distributions of host galaxy stellar mass, rest- 
frame U − R and B − V colour. Also shown are metallicity v alues deri ved from stellar mass in Section 5.2.4 
and U − R (SFRcorr) and U − R (Zcorr), the rest-frame U − R colour corrected for SFR and metallicity 
evolution with redshift introduced in Section 5.3.3 . 

Property Surv e y 1 Surv e y 2 KS test significance AD test significance 
SNe II SNe Ibc SNe II SNe Ibc 

Stellar mass DES LOSS 3.2 σ 2.0 σ 3.4 σ 1.9 σ
DES ZTF 0.4 σ 0.5 σ 0.8 σ 0.3 σ

LOSS ZTF 3.4 σ 1.5 σ 2.9 σ 1.4 σ
U − R DES LOSS 4.7 σ 1.9 σ 4.8 σ 2.6 σ

DES ZTF 3.4 σ 1.6 σ 3.8 σ 1.8 σ
LOSS ZTF 2.7 σ 1.4 σ 3.7 σ 2.0 σ

B − V DES LOSS 4.3 σ 2.1 σ 4.8 σ 2.7 σ
DES ZTF 3.6 σ 1.9 σ 3.9 σ 2.3 σ

LOSS ZTF 2.6 σ 1.5 σ 3.7 σ 2.2 σ
Metallicity DES LOSS 4.0 σ 2.4 σ 4.0 σ 2.2 σ

DES ZTF 1.4 σ 0.9 σ 1.8 σ 0.8 σ
LOSS ZTF 3.5 σ 1.5 σ 3.0 σ 1.5 σ

U − R (SFRcorr) DES LOSS 4.3 σ 1.4 σ 4.7 σ 2.0 σ
DES ZTF 3.0 σ 0.9 σ 3.4 σ 1.3 σ

LOSS ZTF 2.8 σ 1.4 σ 3.6 σ 2.0 σ
U − R (Zcorr) DES LOSS 3.8 σ 1.6 σ 4.5 σ 2.4 σ

DES ZTF 2.4 σ 0.9 σ 2.8 σ 1.0 σ
LOSS ZTF 2.7 σ 1.4 σ 3.6 σ 2.1 σ
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.1 The DES core collapse superno v a sample 

he DES-SN CCSN sample contains three categories of objects:
hose with a spectroscopic confirmation, those with a spectroscopic
edshift of the host galaxy, and those with photometric redshift
nformation for the host galaxy. We discuss each of these in
urn. 

.1.1 Spectroscopically confirmed CCSNe 

he DES-SN CCSN sample has 70 spectroscopically confirmed
CSNe between redshifts 0.045 < z < 0.33. These were obtained
NRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
 v er a variety of telescopes and instruments during the course of the
ES surv e y (Smith et al. 2020 ). 
We apply the following selection criteria to ensure that the light

urve can be analysed to measure the peak SN brightnesses required
or the luminosity function: 

(i) Each SN must have photometric co v erage before and after
aximum to ensure an accurate interpolation of the peak luminosity.
(ii) Each object must have a well-constrained explosion epoch

nferred either from the date of last non-detection of the SN, or
rom spectral template matching using the Supernova Identification
ode ( SNID ; Blondin & Tonry 2007 ) following the prescriptions of
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uti ́errez et al. ( 2017 ). An explosion epoch is required to select an
ppropriate model spectral energy distribution (SED) at each epoch 
or the K-correction of observed photometry to the rest-frame, as 
he SED models we use are defined with respect to e xplosion. F or
bjects with pre-explosion non-detections, we assume an explosion 
poch halfway between the last non-detection and the first detection. 

(iii) Each object must have at least 9 detections which are deemed 
eal by a supervised machined learning classifier (see Goldstein et al. 
015 , for details of the classifier). A limit of 9 is selected to maximize
oth the sample size and photometric co v erage, as o v erall this cut
liminates only 4 objects with the next object only having 6 detections 
eemed real by the classifier. 

This selection leaves 46 spectroscopically-confirmed CCSNe in 
ES. Of these, 33 are spectroscopically hydrogen-rich (Type II) and 
3 hydrogen-poor/stripped-envelope (Type Ibc). 

.1.2 Photometric CCSNe with host spec-z 

ES also detected a much larger number of transients which have 
o spectroscopic confirmation. We first investigate transients which 
ave a spectroscopic measurement of the SN host galaxy redshift 
spec-z); for example, from the OzDES survey (Yuan et al. 2015 ;
hildress et al. 2017 ; Lidman et al. 2020 ) or external redshift
atalogues – Vincenzi et al. ( 2021 ) presents details of the different
ost galaxy redshift sources using galaxy associations from Wiseman 
t al. ( 2020a ). To this sample, we apply a number of cuts to select
bjects that 

(i) were detected in at least nine epochs based on the classifier
etailed in Goldstein et al. ( 2015 ) to ensure good photometric
o v erage, matching the cut applied to spectroscopically confirmed 
ample in Section 2.1.1 ; 

(ii) have an assigned host galaxy with a spectroscopic redshift less 
han 0.3 (as an initial redshift cut); 

(iii) were single-season transients, removing some obvious AGN. 

These cuts gave a total of 1609 transients. We remo v e all spectro-
copically confirmed objects that are not CCSNe (e.g. SNe Ia, AGN) 
nd remo v e the remaining AGN using the classifier discussed in
ection 2.2.3 of Wiseman et al. ( 2020b ). We next remove SNe Ia from
he sample employing the photometric SN classifier SUPERNNOVA 

M ̈oller & de Boissi ̀ere 2019 ), using the trained model discussed
n Vincenzi et al. ( 2021 ). We follow Wiseman et al. ( 2021 ), M ̈oller
t al. ( 2022 ), and Vincenzi et al. ( 2021 ) in removing all objects
ith a probability of being a SN Ia ( P Ia ) of greater than 0.5. 1 For

he remaining objects, we apply the same quality cuts in terms
f requiring co v erage pre- and post-peak and a well-constrained 
xplosion date as in Section 2.1.1 and visually inspect the photometry 
f the remaining objects to ensure they are consistent with a CCSN;
1 objects are excluded as they are active in several observing seasons
nd do not resemble SNe, while 1 is excluded as it lacks any r -band
ata. We then classify remaining objects as SNe II or SNe Ibc using
he light curve template fitter pSNid (Sako et al. 2011 ) – 8 SNe
re excluded as they are either classified as SNe Ia by pSNid or
re consistent with both SNe II and Ibc. This leaves a sample of
8 photometrically confirmed CCSNe from DES, of which 56 are 
Ne II and 42 SNe Ibc; combined with spectroscopically confirmed 
bjects, the total DES CCSN sample with spectroscopic redshifts has 
 In most cases, P Ia is close to 0 or 1 meaning that our results are not sensitive 
o this threshold. 

S
 

u
i  
9 SNe II and 55 SNe Ibc. The requirement for constraint of peak
uminosity means that the quality cuts we apply are relatively strict,
aking this sample smaller than might be used for other purposes

uch as rate calculations. 
To assess the suitability of pSNid for these purposes, we e v aluate

ts performance for the full sample of 70 spectroscopically confirmed 
Ne in DES; we obtain an estimated pSNid class for 69 of these.
or SNe II, there are 8 misclassifications out of 51 – 6 are classified
s SNe Ia and 2 as SNe Ibc by pSNid. For SNe Ibc, there are 2
isclassifications out of 18 objects, with one misclassified as an SN

a and one as an SN II. This gives accuracy for these classes of 84
nd 89 per cent respectively and an overall accuracy of 86 per cent.
e opt to use SuperNNova to remove SNe Ia and then pSNid to

eparate SNe II from SNe Ibc, rather than simply using pSNid for all
Ne, as SuperNNova has been shown to hav e v ery high performance
pwards of 98 when separating SNe Ia from non-SNe Ia (M ̈oller &
e Boissi ̀ere 2019 ; Vincenzi et al. 2021 ). Out of all DES transient
andidates, of all objects classified as SNe Ia by SuperNNova around
 per cent are classified as CCSNe rather than SNe Ia by pSNid. The
ood level of agreement between these classifiers is reassuring, but 
e fa v our SuperNNova due to its high performance. It is not possible

o use SuperNNova for both tasks as a suitable SuperNNova model
or multiclass classification trained on DES-like light curves is not 
urrently available. 

It should be noted that we do not apply a confidence threshold
ased on chi-squared ( χ2 ) – for example, if the SN II template in
SNid is a much better fit to a given SN than either the SN Ia or
bc templates, it was classified as an SN II regardless of the SN II
emplate χ2 value when fitting the light curv e. Giv en all the checks
nd cuts we apply to remo v e SNe Ia and other types of transients prior
o using pSNid, we can be confident that all remaining objects are
CSNe and are therefore justified in not using a χ2 cut. Nevertheless,
s a check, we analyse the properties of the sample excluding the 20
bjects with the worst χ2 values and find that this does not impact
he trends we observe. 

.1.3 Photometric CCSNe with host photo-z 

eyond the sample of CCSNe with spectroscopic host redshifts, there 
re a number of CCSNe in DES with no spectroscopic information,
or example because the host was too faint to take a reliable spectrum.

hile we cannot directly include these objects in our luminosity 
unction, it is important to understand any selection effects that arise
rom excluding these objects from the sample. 

Photometric redshifts (photo-zs) have been produced for three 
f the ten DES-SN fields from coadded photometry as outlined in
artley et al. ( 2022 ), based on the photometric redshift fitting code
AzY (Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi 2008 ). To produce a sample
f DES CCSNe without spectroscopic host redshifts, we take all real
ransient candidates in the full DES-SN sample, select those located 
n hosts with photometric redshifts, and remo v e known AGN and
ther transient types such as variable stars using existing catalogues. 
e use SUPERNNOVA to remo v e all likely SNe Ia using a model

rained without spectroscopic redshift information – this cut leaves 
5 objects (again, using P Ia > 0.5). Finally, we visually inspect each
ight curve to remove other types of transient that are clearly not
N-like in nature (e.g. AGN) and apply the same quality cuts as in
ections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 , leaving 25 CCSNe. 
As we apply redshift cuts in this analysis and there are large

ncertainties in photometric redshifts, the exact size of this sample 
s not fixed but typically varies between 3 and 8 – this is discussed in
MNRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
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etail in Appendix A . In brief, this analysis suggests that we obtain
pectroscopic host redshifts for ∼75–90 per cent of CCSNe observed
y DES. This sample of objects with photometric redshifts is used
nly for selection efficiency checks. 

.2 The ZTF bright transient sur v ey 

erley et al. ( 2020 ) presents a public catalogue of transients from
he ZTF Bright Transient Surv e y with spectroscopic classifications.
xcluding SNe Ia and super-luminous SNe, this sample consists of
11 CCSNe. For all of these objects, we gather publicly available
- and r -band photometry from the Lasair 2 transient broker (Smith
t al. 2019 ). We apply the same cuts as for the DES sample, only
ncluding objects with photometric co v erage both pre- and post-peak
n both bands and with a well-constrained explosion date. This leaves
 sample of 319 CCSNe from ZTF: 214 SNe II and 105 SNe Ibc,
pplying our broad classifications as described earlier. 

.3 LOSS 

he LOSS (Li 2000 ) was a galaxy-targeted SN surv e y that monitored
pproximately 5000 nearby galaxies for transients using the Katman
utomatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT). Luminosity functions of
ifferent SN subtypes from LOSS were presented in L11, and we
ecategorize these into our broader classifications. Note that L11
ncludes SNe IIb with SNe II rather than SNe Ibc; hence, the
OSS luminosity functions presented here will differ slightly from
11. With this classification scheme the LOSS sample contains 105
CSNe: 69 SNe II and 36 SNe Ibc. It should be noted that Shivvers
t al. ( 2017 ) revisits the classification of the LOSS sample, with some
bject classes modified from L11. Ho we ver, because we are using
road labels of SNe II and Ibc, in all cases the new class falls into
he same category as the original. In Shivvers et al. ( 2017 ), there
re a small number of SNe that show hydrogen lines with only a
ingle spectrum which are presented as having an uncertain class of
ither SN II or SN IIb. We class these objects as SNe II as robust
lassification of an SN IIb requires multiple spectra showing the
ransition from hydrogen to helium, although changing this has little
mpact on our results. 

Note that for this analysis we correct the LOSS absolute magni-
udes presented in L11 from H 0 = 73 km s −1 Mpc −1 to H 0 = 70 km
 

−1 Mpc −1 and also convert from Vega to AB magnitudes using
onversions from Blanton & Roweis ( 2007 ). This is done to ensure
onsistency with DES and ZTF. 

.4 Host galaxy properties 

e also assign every SN across the three samples to a host galaxy,
nd estimate the physical properties of those hosts. We use DES
ost galaxy associations and griz photometry from Wiseman et al.
 2020a ). We perform galaxy SED fits based on the SED models
roduced by the spectral evolution code P ́EGASE.2 (Fioc & Rocca-
olmerange 1997 , 2019 ) following the procedure as outlined in Smith
t al. ( 2020 ) and Kelsey et al. ( 2020 ), assuming a Chabrier initial mass
unction (Chabrier 2003 ). This provides us with host galaxy stellar
asses, SFRs, and rest-frame colours. These fits require an input

edshift: for the sample with photometric redshifts, the larger redshift
NRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 

ncertainties must be accounted for. We calculate distributions of 

 Available at https://lasair .r oe.ac.uk/

3

c
4

ost properties for this sample which factor in redshift uncertainty
sing a method outlined in Appendix A . 
For LOSS, several choices for stellar masses are available. Host

alaxy stellar masses are presented in L11 using K - and B -band mass-
o-luminosity ratios, and Graur et al. ( 2017a ) presents stellar mass and
FR values for LOSS hosts from Sloan Digital Sk y Surv e y (SDSS;
lanton et al. 2017 ) spectroscopy. In addition, the majority of LOSS
osts have stellar mass and SFRs calculated in the literature using a
 ariety of dif ferent methods, including using near-infrared and far-
ltraviolet flux (Leroy et al. 2019 ; Karachentse v a, Karachentse v &
ashibadze 2020 ). Ho we v er, for consistenc y across our samples, we
btain ugriz photometry for the hosts from SDSS and follow the
ame SED-fitting procedure described abo v e. Each SN in LOSS is
lready matched to a host in table 4 of Leaman et al. ( 2011 ), which
e match to a corresponding SDSS galaxy. 
Out of 58 LOSS CCSNe in our sample, 30 fall in the SDSS

ootprint and we are able to match to an SDSS host for 26 of these.
o assess the quality of our method, we compare the stellar mass
nd SFR values calculated from SED fits to previously published
iterature values (see Appendix B ). We find that our inferred stellar
asses from SED fitting are consistent with other methods although

here is unsurprising scatter in the SFR values derived from SED
ts that are known to be difficult to measure using only ugriz data
Childress et al. 2013 ). As rest-frame U − R colour correlates with
orphology and traces star formation (Lintott et al. 2008 ; Trayford

t al. 2016 ), we instead use rest-frame U − R colour as a proxy
or star formation. We opt to use U − R rather than SFR because
t is more directly linked to the observed photometry and is not
ependent on the star formation history (SFH) model used in the
ED fits. By contrast, the SFR is estimated based on the average SFR
 v er the 250 Myr prior to the best-fitting time-step in the SFH (see
ection 2.2.2 of Smith et al. 2020 ). It is thus dependent on the choice
f that SFH (and sensitive to other assumptions that we make) and
s not directly linked to any observable. The U − R colour is directly
inked to the observed colours, modulo a k -correction (for which the
est-fitting SED is used). We also find that U − R correlates well
ith our inferred specific star formation rate (sSFR) values. 
For ZTF, we again search for host ugriz photometry in SDSS,

sing a broad search radius of 50 arcsec 3 radius around the SN
osition, matching to the closest galaxy and then visually confirming
he matches. Out of the 263 CCSNe in our ZTF sample, 212 objects
ie within the SDSS footprint and we are able to match 203 of these
o an SDSS galaxy. 

 C O R E  COLLAPSE  SN  LUMI NOSI TY  

U N C T I O N S  

e construct luminosity functions for the DES and ZTF samples
sing the following procedure: 

(i) We interpolate the observed photometry to obtain simultaneous
bservations in all photometric bands ( griz in the case of DES, gr
or ZTF) using Gaussian Processes (GP; Rasmussen & Williams
005 ). We use the PYTHON package GEORGE (Ambikasaran et al.
015 ), following the process outlined in Angus et al. ( 2019 ). Each
hotometric band is interpolated separately. 
(ii) We K-correct this interpolated observed photometry to the

est-frame, using SED models for SNe II from Dessart et al. ( 2013a ) 4 
 This was set to a large value to ensure that large, local galaxies were matched 
orrectly. 
 Available at ht tps://www-n.oca.eu/supernova/home.ht ml . 
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Figure 1. Peak rest-frame CCSN R -band absolute magnitude, corrected for 
Milk y Way e xtinction, plotted against redshift for the DES, LOSS, and ZTF 
CCSN samples. Vertical dashed lines indicate the median redshift of each SN 

sample, while horizontal dashed lines represent the bounds of the absolute 
magnitude selection cut we apply. Closed symbols denote SNe included in 
the final samples and open circles are SNe excluded by the cut. 
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nd for SNe Ibc from Le v an et al. ( 2005 ). 5 At each epoch with
bservations, we interpolate the time series SED to obtain a model 
N SED. We then warp the model SED to colour-match it to our
P-interpolated photometry in all bands and use this spectrum for 

he K-correction. 
(iii) This K-corrected rest-frame photometry is then again inter- 

olated using GPs in order to estimate the peak luminosity of each
bject as well as its corresponding uncertainty. 

We make an additional selection on peak absolute magnitude and 
edshift for each surv e y to produce the luminosity functions. The
bsolute magnitude limit of our combined sample is set by DES as it
s the highest redshift surv e y and thus shallowest in terms of absolute
agnitude: we exclude objects with a peak absolute magnitude 

ainter than −16 mag in R band. We also exclude objects brighter than 
19.5 mag in R -band to ensure a lik e-for-lik e comparison between

he samples as these are only present in ZTF. 
We make a redshift selection in the DES sample of z < 0.25 to

btain a volume-limited sample abo v e our absolute magnitude limit, 
nd similarly use a redshift selection for the ZTF sample of z < 0.06.
his means that our ZTF sample does not o v erlap in redshift with

he DES sample. This leaves 69 SNe II and 58 SNe Ibc in DES, 37
Ne II and 21 SNe Ibc in LOSS, and 177 SNe II and 89 SNe Ibc in
TF, as detailed in Table 1 . 
Fig. 1 shows our final samples, including those objects remo v ed by

his selection. As shown in Fig. 1 , Malmquist bias (i.e. bias towards
ore luminous objects at higher redshifts) is seen in our samples. 
he ZTF sample in particular shows a strong trend towards more 

uminous supernovae at higher redshift – the redshift cut at 0.25 and 
reater depth of DES means that it is less affected by this, while the
ocal nature of LOSS means that this sample has good completeness 
 v er the absolute magnitude range we are studying. 

.1 Correcting for Malmquist bias 

e correct for Malmquist bias using a simple V max correction 
Schmidt 1968 ). This weights fainter objects, which would not be 
 Available at https:// c3.lbl.gov/nugent/ nugent templates.html . 

d
 

a

etected (or followed up) o v er the full surv e y volume, higher in the
uminosity function calculation. For a volume-limited sample with 
n upper redshift limit z surv e y , each SN has an upper redshift limit
 max , beyond which the object w ould f all below the detection limit
f the surv e y. We calculate the weight w each object makes to the
uminosity function according to 

 = 

{ (
d c ( z surv e y ) 
d c ( z max ) 

)3 
if z max < z surv e y 

1 otherwise 
(1) 

here d c is the comoving distance. Thus, an intrinsically luminous 
N that could have been detected over the full survey volume is given
 weight of 1, while a fainter SN is assigned an increased weight. 

This approach assumes that each surv e y has a magnitude limit
bo v e which it is complete. For the DES sample, we use limits of
 = 23.5 and m = 24.5 for the shallow and deep fields, respectively

Kessler et al. 2015 ). In reality, completeness in SN surv e ys is more
omplex than a simple cut-off, and thus this assumption introduces 
ome uncertainty in the analysis; ho we ver, we find that altering these
imits within ±0.5 mag has no significant effect on the luminosity
istributions. 
For ZTF we consider the 97, 93, and 75 per cent spectroscopic

ompleteness limits of 18, 18.5, and 19 mag respectively (Perley et al.
020 ). In brief, we find that we obtain consistent luminosity functions
ith a limit of either 18.5 or 19 mag and that a limit of 18 mag causes

he sample to miss fainter supernovae (see Appendix C ). As a result,
e use 19 mag as the magnitude limit in this analysis to maximize

he sample size. 
Finally, we experimented with using the V max correction for the 

OSS sample. Ho we v er, as e xpected we found that the sample is
omplete in the absolute magnitude range we are studying. 

We now form the luminosity functions for the three SN samples.
e incorporate the weighting (equation 1 ) into our cumulative 

istributions using 

( M n ) = 

∑ n 

i= 1 w i ∑ N 

i= 1 w i 

, (2) 

here C ( M n ) is the cumulative density up to absolute magnitude M ,
 is the index position of in the sorted distribution of M values, i is the
ndex of each supernova, and N is the total number of objects. In this
ection, we use the two-sample Kolmogoro v–Smirno v (KS) test to
ompare different luminosity functions – this weighted cumulative 
istribution is incorporated into all KS tests in this section. 

.2 CCSN luminosity functions 

he left two panels of Fig. 2 shows the SN II luminosity functions.
istogram uncertainties in the upper panel represent the expected 
ncertainties from Poisson statistics and are derived from confidence 
imits presented in Gehrels ( 1986 ), while the cumulative density
unction (CDF) uncertainties in the lower panel represent the statis- 
ical uncertainties in the individual measurement and are estimated 
rom a Monte Carlo (MC) approach described as follows: 

(i) The measured values of peak absolute magnitude and their 
ncertainties are used as the mean and standard deviations of a
aussian distribution. 
(ii) 1000 randomized CDFs are generated using the Gaussian 

istribution of each data point. 
(iii) The mean and standard deviation of the CDFs at each value

re calculated – these are the values and uncertainties plotted. 
MNRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
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Figure 2. SNe II and Ibc R -band luminosity functions for the DES, 
LOSS, and ZTF samples. Each event has been weighted by equation ( 1 ) 
( V max correction). Histogram uncertainties are from the Poisson distribution 
confidence limits of Gehrels ( 1986 ), while CDF uncertainties are derived 
from a Monte Carlo approach based on the measurement uncertainty of each 
value. 
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Uncertainties here will depend on both the uncertainty on the
uminosity of each SN and also on the sample size, as for a smaller
ample changing an individual measurement will have a larger effect
n the CDF. As can be seen, LOSS o v erall has a larger uncertainty
n the CDF than DES in this figure. This is because DES photometry
as lower uncertainties than LOSS photometry, meaning that the
aussian distributions of each point are narrower. 
Table 2 shows the results of two-sample KS tests between the

ifferent samples, with the p -values converted to a significance in σ .
he DES sample o v erall appears brighter than both LOSS and ZTF,
ith significances of 3.0 σ and 1.8 σ , respectively. The ZTF sample

s also brighter than LOSS at a significance level of 2.5 σ . 
The right two panels of Fig. 2 show the luminosity function of SNe

bc in DES, ZTF, and LOSS. DES appears slightly more luminous
han both LOSS and ZTF although at low significance levels of 1.9 σ
nd 1.1 σ . 

.3 Parametrized luminosity functions 

n order to allow these luminosity functions to be used in simulations
oing forward, we fit a number of different distributions to the
istograms presented in Section 3.2 . We do this for our newly derived
ES and ZTF luminosity functions; LOSS luminosity functions are

lready presented in L11. These fits are only possible where the
istributions peak abo v e −16 and be gin to decline again as otherwise
e cannot constrain the location of the peak of the luminosity

unction. For SNe II in ZTF, the distribution does not obviously
egin to decline above −16 that makes this difficult. As a result,
or this fit we include two extra SNe which have a peak R -band
agnitude below −16 which allows the peak of the distribution to be

onstrained. This fit is included for completeness, but we emphasize
hat the results for SNe II in ZTF should be considered with the
trong caveat that these two extra objects have significant weight in
etermining the location of the peak of the distribution. 
NRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
We consider both Gaussian and Lorentzian fits to the luminosity
unctions. We also consider skewed Gaussian distributions but find
e are not able to constrain the skewness parameter γ with the

vailable data. The parameter values for these fits are shown in
able 3 . The exact parameter values for the distributions are sensitive

o the binning of the histogram. The values shown in this table are
ased on the bin edges presented in Fig. 2 , from −19.5 to −16 in
teps of 0.5 for SNe II and 0.7 for SNe Ibc. For these fits, we use the
ean of the absolute magnitudes in each bin for the x -coordinates. In

his table, we present the uncertainty in each parameter when fitting
o distributions with these bins (fit error). To take into account the
o w v arying the binning will af fect the parameter v alues, we also
resent a binning error; this is defined as the standard deviation of
he parameter values measured when considering all possible bin
idths from 0.10 to 1.0 in steps of 0.01. 
To assess the quality of each fit, we also present reduced χ2 

alues. These are calculated assuming a 
√ 

N uncertainty in the
istogram, rather than the uncertainties based on Gehrels ( 1986 )
resented in Fig. 2 , in order to provide symmetric uncertainties
or the fitting process. For SNe II in DES, a Gaussian distribution
rovides a reasonable fit although is too broad around the peak and
nderestimates the number of brighter SNe. A Lorentzian distribution
etter fits the sharp peak and brighter tail of the luminosity function.
or SNe Ibc in DES, both distributions provide similar fits although

he Gaussian has a lower reduced χ2 . In contrast, for SNe II in ZTF a
aussian better represents the luminosity function and a Lorentzian
 v erestimates the number of brighter SNe. As for SNe Ibc in ZTF, a
aussian has a lower reduced χ2 and better represents the luminosity

unction around peak although again underestimates the number of
Ne in the brighter tail. 

 H O S T  G A L A X Y  D E M O G R A P H I C S  

he host galaxy properties of an SN provide insight into the
nvironment in which the progenitor star exploded. In this section,
e explore the demographics of the host galaxies of our SNe in
etail. When considering any differences in the samples we perform
oth two-sample KS and Anderson-Darling (AD) tests to assess. 

.1 Host stellar mass 

ig. 3 shows the distribution of host galaxy stellar masses across
ur three samples for SNe II and SNe Ibc. DES and ZTF appear
onsistent with each other, but show discrepancies with LOSS. This
ifference is expected: LOSS is a galaxy targeted SN surv e y that
onitored massive, luminous galaxies so low mass galaxies will be

nderrepresented in the LOSS sample. We perform a two-sample KS
nd AD tests for each combination of samples with results in Table 4
hat reinforce our interpretations abo v e. 

.2 Host rest-frame colours 

ig. 4 shows the distribution of rest-frame U − R colours for the
ost galaxies in our three samples. For SNe II, we see differences
etween the three samples: the high-redshift DES sample has the
luest host galaxies, followed by the lower redshift ZTF sample and
hen the local LOSS sample. Two-sample KS and AD tests show that
he differences between the samples have significances in excess of
 σ , respectiv ely. F or the redshift range considered here, griz does
ot co v er rest-frame U -band meaning some e xtrapolation is involv ed
n calculating U − R for DES hosts. Ho we ver, we see similar results
hen using rest-frame B − V which is co v ered by griz . F or SNe Ibc,

art/stad056_f2.eps
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Figure 3. Host galaxy stellar mass distributions and cumulative distributions 
for SNe II and SNe Ibc for the DES, LOSS and ZTF samples. Histogram 

uncertainties here (and throughout the paper) are estimated from the Poisson 
distribution, while CDF uncertainties are estimated from the Monte Carlo 
approach described in Section 3.2 . 

Figure 4. As Fig. 3 , but for the host galaxy rest-frame U − R colour in place 
of stellar mass. 
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Figure 5. Host galaxy stellar mass plotted against host galaxy rest-frame 
U − R colour for each sample along with correlation coefficients for each. 
Thick data points represent the mean and standard error for stellar mass and 
colour for each sample in stellar mass bins of 8.25 < log ( M /M �) < 9.25, 9.25 
< log ( M /M �) < 10.25, and 10.25 < log ( M / M �) < 11.25. The horizontal 
dashed lines mark these bin boundaries. 
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he distributions visually suggest a similar finding ho we ver the of fset
etween DES and ZTF is reduced and significance levels are below 

 σ for U − R and below 2.3 σ for B − V . 
Fig. 5 shows host galaxy stellar mass plotted against host galaxy 

est-frame U − R colour for each of the three samples, with the
hicker symbols showing the mean and standard error for each 
roperty across galaxies in bins of 8.25 < log ( M /M �) < 9.25, 9.25
 log ( M /M �) < 10.25, and 10.25 < log ( M /M �) < 11.25 for each

ample. Across DES, ZTF and LOSS we see strong correlations 
etween host stellar mass and host U − R colour. This plot also
hows that the difference we see in rest-frame U − R colour between
ES and ZTF is observed across the range of host galaxy masses in
he DES sample, i.e. at fixed stellar mass the DES host galaxy sample
s bluer, with this difference more pronounced for SNe II. 

.3 Relations between SN and host properties 

e next consider the relations between the properties of the SNe and
he properties of the host galaxies for the three samples. 

.3.1 SNe II/Ibc host properties comparison 

igs 6 and 7 show the distributions of host stellar mass and U
R colour comparing the host galaxies of SNe II and Ibc, and

able 5 shows the results of two-sample KS tests between these
istributions. For host stellar mass, we do not see any significant
ifferences between the hosts of SNe II and SNe Ibc. We also see
o significant difference in host U − R colour for LOSS and ZTF,
he latter consistent with the findings of Perley et al. ( 2020 ). For
he DES sample, the hosts of SNe Ibc appear slightly redder with
 significances of 2.0 σ from the KS and AD tests. Taking U − R
s a proxy for SFR, this could indicate that SNe Ibc are exploding
n galaxies with less star formation than SNe II. SNe Ibc have been
hown to trace galaxy star formation more closely than SNe II (e.g.
nderson & James 2009 ; Galbany et al. 2018 ) which would makes

his result surprising, albeit with the caveats that these differences 
MNRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
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Figure 6. Host galaxy stellar mass distributions and cumulative distributions 
for each of the DES, LOSS, and ZTF samples showing the properties of the 
hosts of SNe II and SNe Ibc for each sample. 

Figure 7. As Fig. 6 , but for host galaxy rest-frame U − R colour instead of 
stellar mass. 
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Table 5. The results of two-sample KS tests between the SNe II and SNe Ibc 
host properties in each surv e y. 

Property Surv e y KS test significance AD test significance 

Stellar mass DES 1.1 σ 1.4 σ
LOSS 0.1 σ 0.2 σ
ZTF 1.2 σ 1.3 σ

U − R DES 2.0 σ 2.0 σ
LOSS 0.1 σ 0.2 σ
ZTF 1.8 σ 1.5 σ

Table 6. Correlation coefficients between peak SN R -band absolute magni- 
tude and host galaxy stellar mass and rest-frame U − R colour for SNe II and 
Ibc in DES, LOSS, and ZTF. 

Property Surv e y SN type Correlation with SN peak 
R -band absolute magnitude (r) 

Stellar mass DES II 0.09 
Ibc 0.03 

LOSS II −0.28 
Ibc 0.57 

ZTF II −0.12 
Ibc 0.14 

U − R DES II −0.06 
Ibc 0.07 

LOSS II −0.12 
Ibc 0.55 

ZTF II 0.07 
Ibc 0.21 
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efer to local properties rather than the global host properties we
resent here and that the significance level is not high. 

.3.2 SN/host correlations 

e also consider relations between the properties of the host galaxy
nd the properties of the SN, looking at correlations between peak SN
uminosity and host stellar mass and rest-frame colour. Table 6 shows
he Pearson correlation coefficients ( r ) between these properties for
ach of the DES, LOSS, and ZTF samples. 

For both SN II and SN Ibc samples, we see no obvious or
ignificant trends between the SN luminosities and the properties
f the galaxies that host them – the correlations seen for SNe Ibc in
NRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
OSS are not statistically significant and correspond to only seven
alaxies. Guti ́errez et al. ( 2018 ) also find no relation between stellar
ass and peak SN luminosity for SNe II, and Wiseman et al. ( 2020b )
nd a lack of strong evidence for a relation between peak transient

uminosity and host mass and sSFR for RETs. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

n this section, we explore our results, considering and assessing a
umber of potential causes for some of the noteworthy trends that
e observe. 

.1 Impact of photometric misclassification 

e begin by discussing the potential impact of misclassification
f the sample of photometric CCSNe with host spec- z in DES.
Ne Ia have been removed using SuperNNova model presented in
incenzi et al. ( 2021 ), which has a high degree of accuracy upward of
8 per cent. As discussed in Section 2.1.2 , the pSNid model used to
plit this sample into SNe II and Ibc has an accuracy of 86 per cent on
he sample of DES CCSNe with spectroscopic classifications, with
imilar performance on each of the two classes. While this method
orks well, it does leave open the possibility that a small proportion
f SNe in this sample are assigned to the wrong class. 
To investigate what effect this may have on our analysis, we repeat

he Monte Carlo process for CDF uncertainty outlined in Section 3.2
ut this time in each iteration we flip 14 per cent of the classes,
orresponding to the expected error rate, for the photometrically
lassified DES CCSNe (SNe II are changed to SNe Ibc and vice
ersa) to see what effect this has on the final CDF. Fig. 8 shows
he luminosity functions and host galaxy U − R distributions for the
hree samples, with the randomized class flipping applied to DES
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Figure 8. CDFs for the luminosity functions and rest-frame host galaxy U 

− R colours for each of the DES, LOSS, and ZTF samples, incorporating a 
14 per cent misclassification rate for photometrically classified SNe in DES 
as outlined in Section 5.1 . 
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hotometrically classified SNe. Overall, these distributions appear 
ery similar to those in Figs 2 and 4 and the incorporation of the
lass flipping has little effect. We also try restricting the sample to
nly spectroscopically confirmed supernovae from DES and see the 
ame trends for SNe II, although there are too few spectroscopically 
onfirmed SNe Ibc to make this comparison. 

Considering the o v erall samples after quality cuts, but before 
edshift and magnitude cuts, the final ZTF sample consists of 
74 SNe II and 89 SNe Ibc, a ratio of ∼2:1. In contrast, the
hotometrically confirmed sample with hosts spectroscopic redshifts 
rom DES consists of 56 SNe II and 42 SNe Ibc at a ratio of ∼1.33:1.
t first glance, this suggests that pSNid is classifying too many 
bjects as SNe Ibc. Ho we ver, it is important also to consider the
pectroscopically confirmed sample from DES – as this sample is 
ased on targeted follow-up, it would not be expected to follow the
ame ratio of classes as an untargeted sample such as ZTF. Combining
oth these DES samples, there are 89 SNe II and 55 SNe Ibc, a ratio of
1.75:1 which is much closer to ZTF. After redshift and magnitude 

uts, this ratio shifts further from 2:1, but the relatively small sample
izes compared with ZTF mean this is not surprising. Overall, we 
onsider the results presented in this analysis robust to the potential 
isclassification of SNe II and Ibc. 

.2 Difference in the luminosity function 

s part of our analysis, we have carried out two-sample KS tests
etween the luminosity functions of DES, LOSS, and ZTF. For 
Ne II, DES is brighter than LOSS at a significance level of 3.0 σ
nd appears brighter than ZTF although only at a significance of
.8 σ . For SNe Ibc, DES also appears brighter than both LOSS and
TF although at a significances of only 1.9 σ and 1.1 σ . Although

he significance levels are not high, these differences raise the 
ossibility of underlying differences in the luminosity functions 
f these samples. If there is a difference, one natural explanation 
ould be redshift evolution in the underlying stellar populations 
nd progenitor stars. Ho we ver , we first consider other , simpler
xplanations. 

.2.1 Incompleteness 

he most straight forward explanation for any difference between 
ES and LOSS is a lack of completeness in the DES sample due

o lower sensitivity to fainter SNe. Fig. 1 shows the peak absolute
agnitudes of all objects in our samples plotted against redshift, 

rior to making any selection in absolute magnitude. Fig. 2 shows
he main differences between DES and LOSS for SNe II are in the
 −16, −16.5] luminosity bin and for SNe Ibc are in the [ −16, −16.7].
ES is not complete in this range and the distribution is affected by

he V max correction, whereas the LOSS sample is not affected by this
orrection. The V max correction for DES gives a maximum weighting 
f 2.9 but for ZTF this is much higher due to the lack of completeness
n the sample, up to a maximum of 14.5 although this is typically
round 2–3. We can mitigate for this with lower redshift cuts for
ES and ZTF to obtain more complete samples – doing so reduces

he significances from the KS test due to the smaller sample size but
 v erall the trends that we see appear unchanged. This suggests that
ncompleteness is not the cause of potential differences between the 
amples. 

.2.2 Host properties 

n alternative possibility is that any difference in luminosity function 
ould be explained by a difference in host properties between the
amples. F or e xample, the host galaxies of the LOSS sample are
ignificantly more massive and redder than that of DES, likely 
ecause of the galaxy-targeted nature of LOSS (Section 4 ). Ho we ver,
s there are no significant correlations between either host colour or
ass and peak SN luminosity (Section 4.3 ) this is unlikely to cause

ny differences in the luminosity function. 

.2.3 Host extinction 

he difference in luminosity function could also result from differing 
evels of host galaxy extinction between the two samples. This could
e due to both global and local host properties; for example, on
verage we might expect a higher level of host extinction in more
assive, redder, dustier host galaxies and SNe closer to the central

usty regions of the host. 
The DES hosts are, on average, bluer than those of LOSS and

TF, which could indicate higher levels of host extinction in LOSS
nd ZTF that might explain any differences we see. To explore this
ossibility, we compare the luminosity functions of LOSS and ZTF 

ith only SNe in DES that are in redder host galaxies. When we
ake cuts at either U − R > 0.5, U − R > 0.75, or U − R > 1.0,
hile the KS test significances are reduced by the smaller sample

ize we find that the same o v erall trends are observed as for the full
ample. This would indicate that differing levels of host extinction 
o not cause any differences we see, though without measurements 
f the host extinction we cannot rule this out as a possibility – local
nvironment properties are likely to play a significant part in the level
f extinction. We also consider the possibility of differing SN radial
istributions across the three samples leading to dif fering le vels of
xtinction, but do not find any significant differences in the physical
eparation between SN and host. 
MNRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
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.2.4 Metallicity 

ifferences in metallicity may also explain potential differences
n the luminosity functions; for example, DES SNe may occur in
ower metallicity environments than LOSS or ZTF. As previously

entioned, host metallicity affects the supernova population as the
ost luminous classes of supernovae preferentially occur in low-
ass, lo w-metallicity environments. Metallicity v aries with stellar
ass, star formation rate, redshift (e.g. Zahid et al. 2013 ; Yates,
auffmann & Guo 2012 ; Curti et al. 2020 ) and also radially within
 galaxy (Parikh et al. 2021 ). There are a number of reasons why the
ES hosts could be expected to be lower metallicity than either the
OSS or ZTF hosts: the DES hosts are lower stellar mass than those
f LOSS, they are bluer and hence more star forming than hosts in
TF or LOSS (although the effect of increased SFR on metallicity
ill vary depending on galaxy mass) and they are at higher redshift.
etallicity differences are a possible cause of any differences in

uminosity function. 
While we do not have metallicity values calculated from host

alaxy spectroscopy, we can get an indication of global host galaxy
etallicity using the relation between stellar mass and metallicity

iven in equation 4 of Zahid et al. ( 2013 ). We calculate global galaxy
etallicity using following approach: 

(i) We fit a straight line to the relation between the redshifts
nd mass–metallicity relation parameters quoted in table 1 of Zahid
t al. ( 2013 ). We use only the samples from SDSS, the Smithsonian
ectospec Lensing Surv e y (SHELS; Geller et al. 2014 ) and the
EEP2 surv e y (Newman et al. 2013 ) quoted here as the higher

edshift samples have very uncertain values for these parameters. 
(ii) For a galaxy at a given redshift, we use these linear fits to

stimate the mass–metallicity relation parameters at that redshift and
hen use the relation at that redshift to convert our measured stellar

ass from SED fits to a metallicity. 

The results of two-sample KS and AD tests between the global
ost metallicities of each of our samples are shown in Table 4 -
s for stellar mass, DES and ZTF are consistent while both show
ifferences to LOSS. Of course, in reality there will be a large
egree of scatter around the mass–metallicity relation. Ho we ver, this
ndicates differing host metallicity could explain differences between
ES and ZTF but not between DES and LOSS. 
We can also probe metallicity looking at the decline rates during

he plateau phase after maximum light of SNe II. Theoretical models
uggest that the metallicity of the progenitor star may affect the
ecline rate during the ‘plateau’ phase of the SN light curve (Dessart
t al. 2013b ); ho we ver, observ ations do not sho w this dependence
Anderson et al. 2016 ). The absence of correlations could be related
o the lack of SNe II in low-luminosity hosts. Nevertheless, some
elations can be established when SNe II in faint hosts are included.
uti ́errez et al. ( 2018 ) find that slow-decliner SNe II (i.e. SNe with

o wer s2 v alues) occur preferentially in low-luminosity (and therefore
ow-metallicity) hosts. For SNe II in DES and ZTF, we calculate the
ecline rate of this phase of the light curve (corresponding to s2 in
nderson et al. 2014 ) and find that the decline rates calculated are

onsistent across the two samples. This suggests that there is not a
ignificant metallicity difference between the two samples, indicating
hat this is unlikely to explain any differences between DES and ZTF.

.2.5 Summary 

he notion of a luminosity function which evolves with redshift is an
nteresting one – the differences we see in the luminosity functions
NRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
f SNe II in DES and LOSS and SNe Ibc in DES, LOSS, and
TF raise this as a possibility, with the caveat that the significances
re not especially high. Any differences could be explained by a
ack of completeness in the DES sample; ho we v er, this will hav e
een significantly mitigated for by the V max correction and making
 lower redshift cut does not change the trends we see. Greater dust
xtinction from redder host galaxies is another possible explanation
iven that LOSS and ZTF hosts are bluer than DES, but selecting
nly DES SNe in redder hosts or ZTF and LOSS SNe in bluer hosts
oes not change the trends we see which suggests that this is not
he case – despite this, without measurements of the host extinction
e cannot rule this out as a possibility. Differing metallicity also
oes not seem to explain the differences as we see consistent global
ost galaxy metallicities between DES and ZTF using the mass–
etallicity relation of Zahid et al. ( 2013 ) and consistent decline rates

fter peak for SNe II. 

.3 Host galaxy colour discrepancy 

ection 4.2 unco v ered a puzzling trend: SNe II in DES on average
ccur in bluer galaxies than those in ZTF and LOSS. A difference
n host galaxy properties between DES/ZTF and LOSS can be
xplained, at least in part, by the differences in targeting between the
urv e ys. Ho we ver, the dif ference in host rest-frame colour between
ES and ZTF is not so easily understood. In this section, we explore
ossible explanations for this difference. 

.3.1 DES spectroscopic selection bias 

he DES sample in Fig. 4 contains only CCSNe with a spectroscopic
ost redshift, obtained from a variety of sources (Vincenzi et al.
021 ). Typically, galaxy redshifts are measured through the presence
f narrow emission lines in their spectra, which will generally be
tronger in bluer, star-forming galaxies. This may lead to a bias
owards bluer galaxies in the DES sample, although Vincenzi et al.
 2021 ) find that the difference in spectroscopic selection efficiency
n DES between red and blue galaxies is small. By contrast, ZTF has
n automated SN spectroscopic follow-up programme that provides
edshift information for 93 per cent of observed transients with m <

8.5 mag and 100 per cent with m < 17 mag. As a result, any possible
ias affecting DES would not affect ZTF. 
We compare the DES samples with host spec-zs (both the spec-

roscopically confirmed and photometric with spec-z samples) and
TF samples to the DES CCSN sample with only photo-zs. (Fig. 9 ).
o we v er, rather than e xplaining the difference in host colour, this
hotometric sample appears bluer than the DES spec-z sample.
onsidering the host stellar mass distribution for this sample, this

s not unexpected: the DES hosts without spectroscopic redshifts are
ow stellar mass galaxies which are typically bluer and more strongly
tar-forming than higher mass galaxies. In summary, the difference
n host rest-frame colour cannot be easily explained by a simple
pectroscopic selection bias in DES. 

.3.2 ZTF spectroscopic selection effects 

n alternative explanation is some selection bias in ZTF that
a v ours SNe in redder hosts. The ZTF BTS sample has a very
igh level of spectroscopic completeness; however, spectroscopy
s not captured e xclusiv ely by the ZTF spectroscopic instrument
EDMachine (SEDM) – in cases where the SEDM spectra are
nreliable other instruments may be used, and in cases where an
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Figure 9. Host galaxy rest-frame U − R (top) and stellar mass (bottom) 
cumulative distributions for all CCSNe in the DES sample of objects 
without spectroscopic host redshifts, compared with the DES sample with 
spectroscopic host redshifts as well as the ZTF sample. 
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Figure 10. Host galaxy rest-frame U − R colour distributions and cumulative 
distributions, corrected for the effects of SFR evolution with redshift, for both 
SNe II and SNe Ibc for DES, LOSS, and ZTF samples. 
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bject is first classified by another surv e y ZTF do not take an
dditional spectrum. To understand whether this may introduce 
election effects, we examine the subsample of ZTF SNe only with 
 classification reported by SEDM. Ho we ver, we find no significant
ifference in this population: a two-sample KS test between the U −
 host colour distributions of DES and only ZTF SNe classified by
EDM has a significance of 3.2 σ and 3.4 σ from KS and AD tests,
lmost unchanged from the full ZTF sample. 

.3.3 Redshift evolution of the host galaxies 

nother possible explanation is redshift evolution, with a period 
f ∼1–2 Gyr between most of the ZTF and DES SNe exploding.
TF hosts are therefore on average older and less strongly star

orming. The host galaxy SFRs can be corrected for redshift evolution
ollowing the method of section 4.2 of Taggart & Perley ( 2021 ), based
n the star-forming sequences of thousands of galaxies outlined in 
alim et al. ( 2007 ) and Noeske et al. ( 2007 ), correcting the SFR
alues to z = 0. However, we do not measure SFR directly, and
nstead measure U − R colour. We adapt the Taggart & Perley ( 2021 )

ethod to U − R using the following steps: 

(i) We calculate the SFR correction for each galaxy; this correction 
ill be the same for sSFR as well. 
(ii) We fit a linear relationship between U − R colour and sSFR

or all host galaxies in our sample. 
(iii) We use the gradient of this line to convert the sSFR correction

nto a U − R correction. 

We can then compare the distributions of these corrected colours 
ith those of the ZTF hosts. 
Fig. 10 shows the distributions of rest-frame U − R colour 

orrected for the evolution of SFR, hereafter U − R (SFRcorr). 
he correction factor between typical DES and ZTF redshifts is � 

.03–0.04 mag and thus the effect is small: the significance of the
ifference between DES and ZTF from the two-sample KS test is
educed by only 0.4 σ . Based on this, the difference in host colour
eems unlikely to be caused by redshift evolution of the underlying
alaxy populations. 

Ho we ver, another redshift evolution we should consider is the
volution of the mass–metallicity relation with redshift. The metal- 
icity of the host galaxies will have an effect on the emission lines
roduced, which will in turn affect galaxy colour. To investigate this,
e use the following process to correct U − R colour for the effects
f metallicity evolution: 

(i) Fit a relation between our metallicity values inferred from 

ahid et al. ( 2013 ) discussed in Section 5.2.4 and our rest-frame host
alaxy U − R colours. Unlike the SFR correction, this relationship is
ot linear. Instead, we fit an exponential relation with a linear term of
he form y = mx + c + e A ( x−x 0 ) , where m , c , A , and x 0 are the fitting
arameters. 
(ii) Compare the metallicity difference for each galaxy of a given 
ass between its actual redshift and z = 0. 
(iii) Use the fitted relation between metallicity and U − R to 

stimate how much this change in metallicity would affect the rest-
rame U − R colour. 

(iv) Modify our calculated U − R colours by this correction factor 
o calculate the rest-frame U − R colour corrected for metallicity 
volution, hereafter U − R (Zcorr). 

This correction involves the use of two relations which show a
arge degree of scatter, the mass–metallicity relation from Zahid 
t al. ( 2013 ) and our relation between U − R colour and metallicity.
o we ver, this does give an indication of the extent that evolving
etallicity will have on U − R colour. 
Fig. 11 shows the distributions of U − R (Zcorr). This correction

actor is larger than the previous correction for SFR evolution. For
Ne II, this correction reduces the gap between DES and ZTF and

he significance of this offset is reduced to 2.4 σ and 2.8 σ for both
S and AD tests, ho we ver the of fset in U − R between DES and
TF across different galaxy masses as in Fig. 5 is still seen. Overall,
etallicity evolution with redshift may explain some but not all of
MNRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
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M

Figure 11. Host galaxy rest-frame U − R colour distributions and cumulative 
distributions, corrected for the effects of metallicity evolution with redshift, 
for both SNe II and SNe Ibc for DES, LOSS, and ZTF samples. 
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he offset in rest-frame U − R colour between host galaxies in DES
nd ZTF. 

.3.4 Systematic differences in photometry used 

n additional possibility is that the difference sources of host galaxy
hotometry between DES and ZTF is causing some systematic offset
etween the two samples. It may be that the inclusion of u -band data
n the SED fits for the ZTF hosts is causing a systematic difference
ompared with the griz -only SED fits for the DES hosts (Section 2.4 ).
e remo v e the u -band data from the ZTF host photometry and repeat

he SED fits using only griz , but find that the ZTF rest-frame colours
rom griz fits are consistent with those from ugriz fits and thus that
he difference between DES and ZTF host colours remains. 

Alternatively, there may be differences between DES and SDSS
hotometry that cause an offset when considering the same bands. To
nvestigate this possibility, we match DES supernovae to the SDSS
ost catalogue using a 5 arcsec search radius, finding 47 objects
ith SDSS host galaxies. We then repeat the SED fits using SDSS
hotometry instead of DES. We find that rest-frame U − R colours
rom SDSS photometry are consistent with those from DES with no
ystematic offset between the two. Overall, the difference in host
olour does not seem to be caused by systematic differences in the
ata used to calculate host properties. 

.3.5 Summary 

n summary, the difference in host galaxy rest-frame colour between
he ZTF and DES samples is not obviously caused by selection
iases in the two samples or systematic differences in the SED fitting
or DES and ZTF, and metallicity evolution with redshift can only
artially explain this offset. We further note that the difference in host
olour is much more pronounced in the SN II host sample: if there
ere some o v erall systematic bias, we would expect to see the same

ffect in the SN Ibc sample as well. It remains unclear what may be
ri ving the dif ference in host colour, and more data are required to
tudy this in further detail. 
NRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 
 C O N C L U S I O N S  

ES provides a large sample of high-redshift spectroscopically and
hotometrically confirmed CCSNe. We derive rest-frame luminosity
unctions for the DES sample using SED models to K-correct to the
est-frame and GP-interpolations to estimate the peak luminosity. Us-
ng the deep griz DES host photometry from Wiseman et al. ( 2020a ),
e calculate the host properties of the DES sample using SED fits.
o e xamine an y selection biases in the sample and investigate the
ossible effect of redshift evolution on the luminosity function and
ost properties, we also compare SN and host properties to a low
edshift CCSN sample from LOSS and an intermediate redshift
ample from ZTF. From this comparison, our main conclusions are
s follows: 

(i) We present luminosity functions of SNe II and SNe Ibc for
ES, LOSS and ZTF, incorporating a V max correction to mitigate for

he effects of Malmquist bias. Where we see a peak in the luminosity
unction, we fit Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions and present
he parameter values to allow these to be used to simulate CCSN
amples. 

(ii) We explore differences between the DES luminosity functions.
he DES luminosity functions appear brighter than those of LOSS
nd ZTF, with differences of significance level 3.0 σ and 1.8 σ to
ach surv e y for SNe II and 1.9 σ and 1.1 σ for SNe Ibc. This could
esult from higher levels of host galaxy extinction in LOSS and ZTF;
o we ver, selecting a subset of DES SNe that explode in redder host
alaxies does not change the trends we see which suggests this is
ot the case. This raises the possibility of a luminosity function that
volves with redshift, although at the significance levels we calculate
e cannot be sure that any differences are real. Were these effects

eal, we also cannot rule out causes such as differing host extinction
ithout measurements of this. 
(iii) There are differences in the host galaxy properties of the

OSS CCSNe compared to the DES and ZTF CCSNe, but these are
 xpected giv en that LOSS is a galaxy-targeted surv e y while DES and
TF are untargeted. 
(iv) There are also differences in the host galaxy properties of

ES CCSNe compared with those in ZTF. The host galaxy stellar
asses of both samples are consistent across both SNe II and SNe

bc. Ho we ver for SNe II, DES host galaxies are significantly bluer
han the ZTF hosts with a significance levels of 3.4 σ and 3.8 σ from
wo-sample KS and AD tests, respectively. 

(v) We explore correcting the host galaxy colours to account for
edshift evolution, and study the possibility that this difference is
aused by selection biases in the DES or ZTF samples or systematic
ifferences in the data used, but find that none of the are able to
dequately explain the differences. 

(vi) The host masses and rest-frame U − R colours of SNe II
ompared to SNe Ibc are generally consistent in both the LOSS and
TF samples. In the DES sample, hosts of SNe II appear bluer than

hose of SNe Ibc but only at a significance level of 2.0 σ . 
(vii) Ov erall, we observ e little environmental dependence on SN

eak magnitude across the three samples. 
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PPENDI X  A :  ESTIMATING  H O S T  

ROPERTIES  USING  P H OTO M E T R I C  

EDSHI FTS  

or the DES-SN sample of CCSNe with only photometric host
edshifts, we estimate host galaxy properties using the following

onte Carlo (MC) process: 

(i) For each object, we have 0.5th, 2.5th, 16th, 84th, 97.5th and
9.5th percentiles of the photometric redshift distribution. Studying
he cumulative distributions of these values shows the distribution
o be approximately Gaussian – as such, we model the redshift
istribution of each host as a Gaussian, estimating the mean and
tandard deviation of this Gaussian by fitting a generalized error
unction to our cumulative distribution. 

(ii) We use the griz photometry of each host from the DES deep
oadded host images to estimate the properties of the host, following
he same SED fitting process as for objects with spectroscopic
edshift information. We do this for every redshift between the 0.5 and
9.5 percentiles in the redshift distribution of each host, in intervals
f 0.001. This gives the properties the host galaxy would have were
t located at each redshift in this distribution. 

(iii) For each host galaxy, we draw a random redshift from a Gaus-
ian distribution using our estimates of mean and standard deviation.
e then select the properties of each host galaxy at these redshifts and

se these to produce a CDF for each host property for this randomized
ample. (If a randomized redshift lies outside the redshift range of
ur spectroscopic sample, it is excluded from the sample.) 
(iv) We repeat this 10,000 times in an Monte Carlo process,

xamining the spread of the CDFs over all iterations to obtain a
nal CDF with an associated error. This allows us to include the

arge uncertainties in host redshift into a comparison of the host
alaxy properties for different samples. 
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We find that only including SNe with a randomized redshift of
ess than 0.25 in each iteration gives a sample size that varies
etween 3 and 8, and typically 5 or 6. Photometric redshifts are
urrently only available for three out of the ten DES fields –
 xtrapolating, we would e xpect there to be between 10 and 27
CSNe for which we have DES photometry but no spectroscopic host 

edshift, and which would otherwise be included in our luminosity 
unctions. Our luminosity function sample contains 98 DES SNe 
ith spectroscopic host redshifts; thus, we have spectroscopic host 

edshifts for ∼75 −90 per cent of the CCSNe that should be included
igure B1. Upper panels: Host galaxy stellar masses and SFRs for LOSS from ou
rom the K -band mass-to-luminosity ratio presented in L11 and with stellar masses
orrelation coefficients are shown, and the dashed line shows a perfect agreement. 
n our sample, suggesting that these ‘missing’ SNe should not have
 significant effect on the luminosity function. 

PPENDI X  B:  SED-FITTING  ANALYSI S  F O R  

OSS  H O S T  G A L A X I E S  

ig. B1 shows comparisons with our host properties from SED fitting
or the B / K -band stellar masses and host stellar masses and SFRs
rom Leroy et al. ( 2019 ) and Karachentse v a et al. ( 2020 ). These were
MNRAS 520, 684–701 (2023) 

r SED fits to SDSS ugriz photometry compared with stellar masses derived 
 and SFRs presented in Leroy et al. ( 2019 ) and Karachentse v a et al. ( 2020 ). 
Lower panels: Residuals from the perfect agreement in the upper panels. 
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erformed with the full LOSS SN sample, without the selection of
vents used for the SNe in the luminosity functions – this gives
6 host galaxies with properties derived from SED fits to SDSS
hotometry, 96 host galaxies with B / K -band masses, and 71 with
reviously published literature values for stellar mass and SFR. 
Our stellar masses from SED fitting are consistent with the B / K -

and masses. The Pearson correlation coefficient ( r ) for these two sets
f masses is 0.75 indicating a strong correlation, with a dispersion of
.39 dex. Comparing our stellar masses from others in the literature
ives r = 0.65 and a dispersion of 0.65 dex. Overall, our masses seem
roadly consistent with those derived from other methods. However,
he correlation between our SFR values derived from SED fits and
hose from literature is only r = 0.30 with a dispersion of 2.17 dex,
emonstrating the uncertainties in estimating SFRs from SED fitting
hat have a stronger dependence on star formation history. We do not
se SFR in our analysis, and instead use rest-frame U − R , which is
ell-constrained by the observed data. 

PPENDIX  C :  ZTF  M AG N I T U D E  LIMIT  F O R  

ALMQU IST  BIAS  C O R R E C T I O N  

s mentioned in Section 3.1 , we consider the 97, 93, and 75 per cent
pectroscopic completeness limits of ZTF, 18, 18.5, and 19 mag,
espectively. The luminosity functions for ZTF with these three limits
re shown in Fig. C1 . Abo v e −17 mag, these appear consistent with
ach other; ho we ver, these luminosity functions di verge between
16 and −17. A limit of 18 mag omits some SNe in this region

nd appears to bias the sample in fa v our of brighter objects. The
uminosity functions for a limit of 18.5 and 19 appear consistent
ith each other − as a result, we settle on a limit of 19 mag to
aximize the sample size. 

igure C1. As Fig. 2 , but for samples only from ZTF with V max corrections
alculated for magnitude limits of 18, 18.5, and 19 mag. 
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